
Mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto in E minor is one of the most beloved in the violin repertoire, and 
one of the most popular works in the composer’s oeuvre (collection). Mendelssohn’s sketches 
suggest that he had a strong sense of direction for the work early on, and continuously refined 
the music for six years with the input of violinist Ferdinand David. Mendelssohn loathed some of 
the vapid, flashier showpieces of the 19th century, which he referred to as “juggler’s tricks and 
rope dancer’s feats” — he wanted technicality and virtuosity, but without sacrificing artistry. 

Though Mendelssohn largely follows the stylistic conventions of the day — concertos were 
usually three movements in a fast-slow-fast structure, with common forms for each of the 
internal movements — the work is notable for several formal innovations. The first movement of 
a concerto is usually in a variation of sonata form, which consists of three major sections:

1. Exposition (which exposes the major musical themes) 
     •   Concertos generally employ a double exposition, in which the orchestra presents all 

of the main themes first, and then the soloist joins in and adds elaborate flourishes to 
a repeat of the opening material

2. Development (which develops those themes)

3. Recapitulation (a re-statement of the opening themes with more finality). 
     •   A final Cadenza (an ornamental, virtuosic passage for the soloist) serves usually 

follows as a sort of Coda (tail or tag) for the work

Instead of the double exposition, Mendelssohn introduces the soloist in the third bar — the 
orchestra has barely set up its accompaniment the key of E minor before we’re swept up in 
the violinist’s first theme. And so, the violinist and orchestra discover the themes together 
for the audience. Another big shakeup occurs at the cadenza, placed as a transition from the 
development section to the recapitulation, instead of as a final showcase for the performer. 
This seemingly simple shift in placement allows the soloist to create the most dramatic moment 
in the work’s structure, rather than serving as an afterthought to the main action. The exuberant 
cadenza excitedly spills over into the orchestra’s recapitulation — the violinist hangs on to the 
arpeggiated figures even as the orchestra launches back into the opening theme.

The second movement is a beautifully lyrical, slow, ternary (ABA) movement — the tender 
melody shows the influence of vocal writing, a “song without words.” After a final transition, 
the violinist launches into a swift, sparkling finale (hold on to your seats — this movement takes 
off at a breakneck speed). All three movements are played attaca (attached) — connected by 
short transitions that present the entire work as one single, continuous flow of music that has 
captivated audiences since the work’s premiere in 1845.

FELIX MENDELSSOHN  (1809–1847)

Violin Concerto in E minor, op 64 (1844)

continued
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Recommended Recording: 
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto/
Shostakovich: Violin Concerto 
No. 1, Hilary Hahn with the Oslo 
Philharmonic Orchestra, Hugh 
Wolff, conducting
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QUESTIONS FOR REFLECTION AND DISCUSSION
Before the Concert

1.   Sonata form is based largely on one’s melodies (in contrast, most pop songs follow standard harmonic progressions). Could 
a composer write a sonata form if their music was less melodic and based more on mood, gesture, or general atmosphere?

After the Concert
1. Did Mendelssohn, in fact, succeed in writing a virtuosic concerto without resorting to “juggler’s tricks and rope dancer’s 

feats?” What takes a showy work from superficial to artful?

2. Which Mozart interpretation do you prefer — the “weightless, Hellenic grace,” or the ‘passion, violence and grief?” Which one 
did the orchestra perform this morning?

F R I D A Y  M O R N I N G S F E B  1 6  —  1 1  A . M .

Few works the classical canon engender such polar opposite reactions as Mozart’s Symphony 
No. 40 in G minor, K. 550 of 1788. Robert Schumann referred to it as a work of “weightless, 
Hellenic grace,” whereas musicologist Charles Rosen called it a work of “passion, violence, and 
grief.” The work pulses with urgency and energy, at turns dramatic and sweet — and conductors 
have found success with a number of different interpretations of the work. Nineteenth century 
authors placed the work firmly in the Classical style — viewing it as the epitome of elegance, 
refinement, and Enlightenment-era thinking — whereas twentieth century authors began to see 
the proto-Romanticism of the work, with its drama and heft. Three of the four movements are 
in sonata form, as described above (the only exception is the Minuet). 

LISTEN FOR:

1. Molto allegro Like the Mendelssohn, the very first notes establish the nervous 
accompaniment, not a soaring melody — but the theme quickly arrives at the end of the 
first bar in the violins. The opening to this symphony is simple, hesitant, and iconic — the 
violins seem to stumble and repeat themselves before they can get going. Listen for: how 
the development changes keys wildly — the end of the exposition takes us to B-flat major 
(as it should, according to sonata form) — but then the development shifts back to G 
minor, and then slips down, disconcertingly, to F-sharp minor, an extremely unusual choice 
in 1788.

2. Andante The tender second movement is poignant enough to give pause to the listener: 
although it is in a major key, it almost does not sound like it at times. Listen for: the opening 
of the movement, the way different musical entrances interrupt and pile on top of each 
other, expanding, causing slight dissonance, and then resolving.

3. Menuetto, Allegretto-Trio Although the minuet is a dance form, there is little dancing to 
be had here. The movement is relentless, dissonant, dark, and seemingly at war with itself. 
Listen for: The opening, which uses a rhythmic technique called a hemiola (using three 
equal beats in the space of two in the musical meter) as well as unusual-for-the-time three-
bar phrases (four was more common).

4. Finale, Allegro assai The movement is incredibly turbulent — Michael Steinberg wrote of 
the finale that it “brings the voyager safely — if bruised — into port.” Listen for: the opening 
gesture, referred to as a “Mannheim Rocket” — a rapidly ascending broken chord pattern 
from the low to high ranges of the orchestra (in this case, outlining the G minor chord of 
the home key).

WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART  (1756–1791)

Symphony No. 40 iin G minor, K. 550 (1788)

Recommended Recording: 
Symphony No. 40 in G minor 
/ Ballet Music from Idomeneo, 
Apollo’s Fire, Jeanette Sorrell, 
conducting


